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The month of April has been 
very sad and terribly tragic for 
the Dallas Fort Worth aviation 
community First with the sad 
passing of Dick Cavin, the 
patriarch of our chapter, then 
the tragic death of Charlie 
Hillard when his Hawker Sea 
Fury flipped over following a 
perfect landing. Everyone has 
been shocked by this terrible 
accident which had nothing to 
do with flying. I first met 
Charlie about 25 years ago 
when he came to our chapter 
to talk about his winning the 
world aerobatic contest. He 
retumed n,any times to relate 
what was going on in his very 
active aviation life. We all 
knew him to be of the highest 
character, someone we would be 
proud to be related to. In fact we were 
related via aviation. Henry Odlozil was 
able to represent us by attending the 
services at First United Methodist 
Church in Fort Worth on Monday the 
22nd. Henry indicated that the service 
was a very moving experience with all 
of aviation being in attendance. 
Johnny Rutherford and Tom 
Poberezny offered their eulogies. The 
Celebration of Life service program 
included HIGH FLIGHT by John 
Gillespie Magee, Jr. and The Lord's 
Prayer which Charlie always kept in 
his pocket. 

Dick Cavin was a charter member of 
this chapter and he was the leader 
that made this EAA chapter such an 
exceptional group. He was an early 
member of EAA (# 2904) and was well 
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DICKCAVIN 
1916 - 1996 
OR I haw slipped 

the surlY bonds of eaitl1 

and danced the skies. 
on bughter·-silYered wings: 

still\\ ard 1·,·e climbed. 
m1d joined the tumbling mittl1 

of Still split clouds ·· 
m1d done a hundred things 
you have not dreamed of·· 

wheeled and soared and swung 
high in the sunlit silence. 

Hov·ring there. 

J"ye chased the shouting wind 
along. and flung 

n1y eag~r craft through 
footless halls of air: 

l'p. up the long, delirious. burning blue 
J"ve topped the wind s,vept heights 

with ~asy grac~ 
where nevc'f lark 

or ,e\en eagle fle\\. 
.\nd. \\bile with silmt. 
lifting mind r ,-., trod 
the higl1 untrespass'-'d 

s,mctitY of space. 
put out tnY hand. 

and touched the face 
of God. 

known by Paul Poberezny and 
other early leaders As we 
were searching for an 
inscription to put on the EAA 
Memorial Wall for Dick, Ann 
Asberry said it should be "All 
Things Aviation". Dick's life 
was all aviation with his 
learning to fly in the early 
1930's in an Aronica C-3. 
During the 1930's Dick was a 
traveling airplane salesman 
throughout the Midwest. He 
got to know every little airport 
and he met many of the big 
names of aviation in those 
days, like Roscoe Turner and 
Gilmore the Lion. During the 
big war he flew DC-3's as an 
instructor. He is probably one 
of the few pilots who has 

actually spun a DC-3. After the war 
Dick rejoined Braniff to continue on 
with DC-3 flying. By the time he 
transitioned to DC-4's, he had 
accumulated over 20,000 hours in the 
three. The years preceding his 
retirement at age 60, Dick flew a lot of 
the South American flights and was 
captain of the famous Orange 7 4 7 
Pumpkin that flew to Hawaii. I believe 
that Dick really enjoyed those days as 
captain of the world's biggest airliner 
and flying to exotic places. 

While Dick loved his work as an 
airline pilot, he was a big supporter 
of EAA. He was the sole editor of this 
newsletter for many years where he 
wrote every word. He reported the 

Continued on Page 8 
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MAY HI Meedng 
Our May 7th Meeting will be held at the Fanncrs Branch 
Library, located on the Northwest comer of Webb Chapel and 
Golfing Green Drive. The meeting will be held in the 
auditorium and will begin at 6:30 p.m. and finish at 8:45 p.m. 
Please plan now to attend! 
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We are going to have another great meeting with Bili Signs 
who recently completed an around the world trip in a Cessna 
210. I am sure you saw him on local TV. He set a record by 
being the first to touch down on seven continents with a 
single airplane while on one trip. Some of us saw his 
airplane on display at Sun-N-Fun. If you remember, he put 
on one of our best programs several years ago when he 
described his trip across Russia in a Mooney. 

Mav 11th Flv-in 
The May 11th Fly-In will be at the Lancaster Airport. Our 
host will be Don Christiansen. You will have the opportunity 
to take the ground BFR. 

Dallas 
Hutchins--•►• 

May 11th 
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Calendar of Events 
• May 4 EAA 983/99's Fly In, Pecan Plantation, rain 5/11 
• May 4/5 Gcorgctomi Tx Airshow/Mayfuir, 512-869-1759 

(On May 5th, A Texas 100 Air Race, Pilot Briefing@ 11. race@ 12:30, 
Call Mark Frederick @ 512-219-846 7) 

• May 11 Mt. Vernon EAA 834 Annual Fly Market 903-856-j992 
• May 19 6th Annual "Wharton-Kosh" Wharton Airport 5R5 
• May 31 Bartlesville Ok 10th Annual Bi-Plane Convention 

Internet Addresses 
http:/ /www.integratcdconcepts.com/ eaa 168 
http:/ /www.eaa.org 
http://wv.'W2.sun-n-fun.com/sun-n-fun 

Chap 168 
EAANat 
Sun N Fun 

Mav 16th Director's Meeting 
The May Director's Meeting will be from 7:00 - 8:45 PM at 
the Farmers Branch Library on the 16th. The following is a 
report by Jerry Mrazek from the April 11th meeting. 

• It was moved and seconded to submit Dick Cavin's name 
to the EAA Memorial Wall of Honor at Oshkosh. Bill 
Wisley and Marvin Brott will prepare the necessary 
application and bio-information . 

• Earl Browning has arranged for Robert Burns to give the 
June program on painting aircraft. 

• Arrangements are being made to support BFR's at the 
May fly-in at Lancaster Airport. 

• There was a light turnout of kids at the Young Eagles fly
in at McKinney airport in March. Be, Fry suggested 
that it might have been better had the chapter contacted 
the parents. It was suggested to do this in the future. 

• The chapter still needs a person to be responsible for the 
hot dogs at fly ins. 

• Marvin Brott was contacted by a teacher who was testing 
our chapter interest in preparing and presenting a short 
course on aviation suitable for 10 year olds. The board 
thought this was a good idea but decided to wait until this 
full so there will be more time to select a presenter and 
prepare the materials, since the current school year is 
nearly ended. 

• Ann Asberry was contacted by a potential advertiser 
requesting a full page ad in the newsletter. The board 
decided to offer the same "business card" space that is 
provided to other advertisers. 

• Finally, Earl Browning will call Herb Tischler and set up 
an appropriate time for a Saturday morning tour of the 
i'v1E 262 manufacturing facility. 

Mav 28th Newsletter Assemblv 
The June issue of Hangar Echoes wiHbe assembled at 
Richard and Jayme Robbins on May 28th starting at 7:00PM. 
The address is 227 Barnes Bridge. Sunnyvale, Texas 75182 
Phone 2 I 4 226-6699 
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A LETTER FROM 
THE PRESIDENT 

The morning of Friday April 12 dawned with low 
clouds and stormy weather rapidly moving into the 
area. After an unsettling conversation with a FSS 
briefer, Mel and I quickly loaded our bags into the 
pickup for the drive to the airport ·ve traveled about 
3 miles discussing the "not so good" conditions 
across Louisiana and the prospect of our "backdoor 
closing behind us." Mel said, "This just doesn't feel 
right." Agreeing with him I said, "It doesn't feel right 
in my gut." He quickly made a U-turn at the next 
opportunity and we headed back home. We 
transferred the bags into the car, filled a cooler with 
drinks and ice, grabbed a road map and took off for 
sunny Florida. 1127 miles later we arrived at Sun-N
Fun on Saturday around 4 PM. A good number of 
Chapter members attended this year and all seemed 
to have a good time. Mel and I volunteered to 
represent the "Southwest Regional Fly-In" at the 
information center providing brochures on all the US 
Regional fly-in's. We really enjoyed talking to the 
many individuals inquiring about the different events. 
The diversity of people never ceases to amaze me. 
We enjoyed excellent weather with rain only on 
Monday evening after most people had left the show. 
We also checked out Kermit Week's Fantasy of 
Flight Museum, with Bonnie and Tom Lewis, as well 
~s the Kennedy Space Center. So many airplanes; so 
httle time. 
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Unfortunately our trip ended on a very sad note. The 
tragic accident that took the life of one of the best 
pilots that ever took to the air will be in our minds 
for a long time. All this, after losing our dear friend 
and comrade, Dick Cavin, is almost too much to 
bear. The Chapter Officers and Board of Directors 
voted at the last meeting to have Dick Cavin's name 
placed on the Oshkosh Memorial Wall of Honor. 
This bronze plaque is rededicated each year in a 
moving ceremony during the annual EA.A. 
convention. The required $300 and application has 
been sent to the National office. Any Chapter 
member wanting to contribute to this may do so at 
the next meeting, or mail it to Ch, ter 168, P.O. Box 
168, Addison, TX 75001-0168. 

Your Chapter still needs volunteers to organize our 
Young Eagles events. This is an important and much 
needed effort for the Chapter. The last one was 
successful from the standpoint of location, weather 
and pilots. We just did not have the expected turnout 
of children. This was probably due to bad weather 
the day before and the fact it was on a Holiday week
end. 

No one has come forward to coordinate the "hot dog 
lunch" for the monthly fly-in's. That opportunity to 
help is still open. Remember, many hands make the 
work lighter. 
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SUN'NFUN I 
By Marvin Brott 

Once again, it looks like Sun 'N Fun in Lakeland. Florida 
has continued with explosive growth to the point of 
becoming a second Oshkosh. Last year they had 652,550 
aviation enthusiasts attend the event. Although I have 
been to a number of Oshkosh t1y-ins, this was my first 
time to Sun 'n Fun and I was really impressed. I now 
understand why so many of our chapter members have 
made the effort to attend this event. Chapter 168 was very 
well represented in Lakeland. While this year was a 
success with weather and excellent turn out of show 
airplanes, it will always be a year remembered for the 
tragedy of four people losing there lives. 

The following are the big ticket items that jumped out at 
me at this year's Sun 'N Fun. First was a John Deere 
green bi-plane that looked like it just came out of the 
l930's. It was receiving a lot of attention by the crowd. 
As it turned out, it was basically a SkyBolt with the 
Russian Vandenev M-14P round 360 hp engine. The 
diameter of the engine fit very will with the fuselage of the 
airplane. Check the April issue of SA for Budd 
Davisson's article on this engine. The possibilities are 
exciting in that round engine 19 3 0 's look-alike' s may start 
popping up. 

The next airplane catch everyone's attention was 
somewhat a mystery ship. Called the DA-9 as designed 
by the famous Leon Davis. It actually looked like a cruise 
missile with a very tiny Cockpit. In fact the rumor was 
the pilot was around 120 pounds, no more. It was 
powered by a C-90 Continental. It was a mystery in that 
no one was ever around it to answer questions and 
everyone was guessing that it went about 240 mph. Eddie 
Eiland flew his T-18 in the race from somewhere in 
Georgia to Lakeland along with this missile and he was 
very impressed with its speed. 
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The newest happening in the RV world at Lakeland was a 
couple of RV's from California. They had spent the last 
year working on engine cooling drag to the point that the 
RV-6 with an 0-360 with C/S prop was going 130 mph. 
The RV-4 belonging to Dave Anders was hitting around 
145 mph with an 10-360 and C/S prop. We all saw the 
four in the Wittman Memorial Sun 100 Race and believe 
it or not, he was passing a number of Glasair's. While 
they had some high horse power engines, cooling drag has 
to be credited for these kinds of speeds. 

D.E. CHRISTIANSEN, D.O., P.A. 
Family Medicine 

A>i,tim, MoJicfil E=a~ 

Office 298-6174 222 S. Cedar Ridge 
Ans. Service 521-4111 Duncanville, Texas 75116 

Offict": Hours By Appointment 
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WHY WE FLY 

Flying "M11 

1995 

by Peggy Fry 

What a great fly-in! Gary, one of our flying friends 
from McKinney Municipal Airport, had been raving about 
this one for months telling us it is a family affair, about 
the beauty of the countryside and all the friendly folks you 
meet. 

The Flying M is a private 
3500' grass strip in the 
Piney Woods country of 
east Texas. The entire 
runway is surrounded by 
large pine trees and has a 
gentle rolling terrain. We 
had heard tales of the 

1 w difficulty in spotting the 
L_ _________ __, runway 'nestled in all those 

trees. Bob did the flight planning, checking out the country 
side on the charts and finding a stopping point prior to the 
"M". I was going to depart McKinney and fly a leg to get 
some time in, but wasn't feeling daring enough to tackle 
the turf. Bob picked Cherokee County just northwest of 
the Flying M with an adequate runway and services. The 
day was glorious - cool, sunny and severe clear with no 
wind at McKinney and nothing but an adventure in sight. 

We packed our Cessna 206 - a change of clothes in case 
we some how got stranded (a realization you finally come 
to grips with in flying), lunch and lots of drinks, the tarp 
in case we needed to make some shade, and our camp 
chairs. A light load for "Bouncing Betty" (the name's 
another story). As we took off on 17 our usual responses 
gushed forth - "ain't flying great", "what an adventure" 
and the gratifying warble of the 206 just happy to be 
flying. At altitude the ride was smooth as silk and Betty 
responded to the gentle hands free control I gave her. Ne 
spotted Cherokee County 18 miles out and listening for 
traffic could hear other folks had decided to make a stop 
before trying to find the needle in the haystack I did a 
360 descending turn to lose altitude and got a bonus - not 
only lost altitude but lost the airport too! Flying can be 
humbling. Found it again and joined the downwind for 31. 
Winds had come up and I was facing a pretty direct 
crosswind. Unfamiliar airports still throw me, being low 
May 1996 

time in the 206. I kept drifting towards the airport, used 
to a different "look" in the landscape, and adjusting to a 
now bouncy ride at low altitude. I had the feeling I was 
not nailing the cross control needed and did some 
struggling on final, but as they say - any landing you walk 
away from is a good one ... Bob of course pointed out that I 
was left of centerline ... We pulled up to the gas pump and 
the line guy kept directing me to come closer - until I shot 
a look at him like I was wondering if he wanted a "little 
off the top". After I shut down he just laughed and tipped 
his hat to reveal the shiny side of his personality. "No 
thanks - won't be needin a haircut today Mam". We went 
in to use the facilities and pay for the gas and .,,e folks 
were very nice and said we should stop on our way back -
no need to buy anything - they just liked the activity! 

After messing with the GPS for a while Bob gave up 
trying to get the thing to pop up the Flying Mand we took 
off with our trusty charts to venture into Piney Woods 
country. It didn't take long to hear and spot the swarm of 
planes descending on the grass strip that seemed to be 
somewhere down there in the trees. Planes were doing all 
kinds of "entries" into the "pattern" and then there they'd 
go, down in the trees and disappear. We joined what_ we 
thought was downwind and made our calls. Our friend 
Gary had told us he would be manning the radios for the 
fly-in and s1!fe enough hJs farnili_ar voice came over the air 
waves. We made a mistake in judging where the strip was 
and where downwind was and ended up on final with a 
Cub and the Cub wasn't budging. The tales were true - we 
couldn't actually see the runway until it was dead in front 
of us. Bob did a 360 and listened for a hole in the traffic 
calls, found one and asked the guy on downwind if we 
could just rejoin on final and go in. He came back that he 
was in no hurry and we were free to go on in. Boy! Do. 
those tall pines spook you coming over the top and then 
working to get down on that grass strip with its rolling 

Continued on next page 
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Bob eased Betty onto the ground and she rolled out like 
out like she was meant to be there. We didn't exactly 

make the early tum off so we proceeded do\\'11 to the end 

of the runway and parked her next to the beautiful pine 
woods. We headed up to the "tower" to say hey to Gary. 

He and another friend stroked Rob's ego by telling him 

what a beautiful landing he had done. (The ultimate in 
pilot compliments!) 

The scenery was beautiful. Weather couldn't have been 
better. We saw a number of folks we knew from 
McKinney, our EAA Chapter 168 and of course as you 
always do at a fly-in, we met folks we already knew we 

would like -they love planes and flying. Lunch by the 
plane was fun and refreshing. Our boys, Robbie and Ben 
were dying to do some fishing. Brother, is that using the 
tenn loosely. What they really enjoy doing is CASTING! 
The piece of bacon on the end of their hook got drug 
throu that ond man times that afternoon. 

Our daughter Abby was happily playing someone's 

dog. I'd forgotten my camera so Gary loaned me his to 

capture the moment. We watched planes come and go 
and cheered and chuckled and counted landings and oooh'd 
and awww'd the magic of the day. 

Late in the afternoon we headed back home. As we 

departed the area we could hear other pilots just arriving 
"Hey is that you, Gary?" ... "I found it last year no 
problem" .... "but where the heck are ya?" Gary came back 
"Just look for 300 or so planes on the ground - we're 
there." The Flying"M" is already on next year's calendar 

(October 25-27), and we're staying for the full event! 

WHY I w ANT TO BE A PILOT I 
by Tommy Tyler (5th grader) 

When I grow up, I want to be a pilot because it's a fun job and 
easy to do. That's why there are so many pilots flying around 
these days. Pilots don't need much school; they just have to 
learn to read numbers so they can read their instruments. I 
guess they should be able to read road maps, too, so they can 
find their way if they get lost. Pilots should be brave so they 
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they won't get scared if it's foggy and thl'y can't see. or if ;i 
wing or motor falls off they should stay calm so they'll know 
what to do. Pilots have to have good l'yes to Sl'e through 
clouds, and they can't be afraid of thunder and lightning 
because they are so much closer to them than we are. The 
salary pilots make is another thing I like. They make more 
money then they know what to do with. This is because most 
people think that plane flying is dangerous, except pilots don't 
because they know how easy it is. I hope I don't get air-sick. 
because I get car-sick and if I get air-sick I couldn't be a pilot, 
and then I would have to go to work. 

Tommy Tyler----Bcaufort, S.C. 

PSEUDO-PILOTS, PUBLICITY STUNTS, MEDIA, \.VEATIIER 
-A FATAL MIX! 

an OP-ED by Clair Button 

One of the stated purposes of the EAA is to promote general 
aviation safety. As a part of safety, we frequently must learn 
from the mistakes of others Sometimes, sadly, we don't have 
to wait 6-months for the "official" NTSB report. Sometimes 
things are all too obvious. Opinions expressed here arc mine. 

The television and print media never cease to amaze me. 
They seem to think that a little girl, or a person of any age, is a 
"Pilot" merely because they are sitting in the "pilot" seat, and 
have a rudimentary understanding of controlling an airplane. 
This should logically lead them to conclude that Jeffrey 
Dalmer was a "Surgeon", because he demonstrated an ability 
to use a knife to cut up hwnans. 

We all learned the basics of controlling an airplane early in 
our pilot training, in the 8-12 hours before solo. That was the 
easy part! Leaming & understanding all the FAA regulations, 
flight rules, weather, cross country navigation, control of the 
airplane under "unusual" attitude conditions, stall recognition 
and recovery, airplaneiengine performance, emergency engine 
out /forced landing procedures, etc., that was the hard part! 
That's how we "earn" our pilot certificates. 

The media called the crash of the C 177B, in rain and heavy 
turbulence, a "tragic accident". It was certainly tragic, -
more correctly a tragedy. However, it could more 
appropriately be called "an accident looking for a place to 
happen". 

Information from the FAA, NTSB, and other sources 
indicate that the three obtained only 2-3 hours of sleep the 
previous night. They probably didn't want to disappoint the 
national & local media that were present to obtain take-off 
pictures. They had a scheduled interview on the "Today'' 
show when they arrived on the east coast. Tue weather 
briefers were reporting heavy rain, turbulence, and wind shear 
in the area, "VFR flight was not recommended". 1be C-l 77B 
was heavy, over gross (FAA report), and the Cheyenne 
airports elevation is 6,156 ft-msl. Fatigue, outside pressures, 
get there-itis, severe weather, over loaded aircraft, high 
altitude take off, "pilot" inexperience, - what more could 
you ask for? 
Several adults failed little Jessica Dubroff, the parents for 
pushing her beyond her capability and maturity, and her Pilot-

Continued on next page 
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in-Commandinstructor. for his failure to terminate the days 
flight for any one of the above mentioned reasons, and his 
failure to take over physical control of the plane before 
controlled stable flight was lost. 

My point is not to Monday morning quarterback the tragedy, 
but to point out that there are right ways and wrong ways to 
promote general aviation safety, and to encourage our youth to 
become involved in aviation. Our years as a child are 
preciously few. Little Jessica can no ' ''1ger dream of, or gr,;,v 
up to be, a real pilot, or an Astronaut. ,,. or whatever she might 
have been. We adults must learn from her tragic loss. 

I always remember the following words of wisdom & caution. 
"Aviation in itself is not inherently dangerous. But to 

an even greater degree than the sea, it is terribly 
unforgiving of any carelessness, incapacity or neglect." 

Quite honestly, this incident will have a negative influence, 
for at least several months. on the EAA's Young Eagles 
Program - which is a program I wholeheartedly support. 
Moms & Dads, who have little understanding of general 
aviation. will shy away from putting their sons and daughters 
on a small airplane. We must, therefore, work ever harder in 
the next several months to counter this negative publicity and 
their misgivings. We need your help! 

RV CORNER: HEATED PITOT 

• 

hy Tom Lewis 

There have been discussions 
on the RV list describing 
how several builders have 
mounted a heated pitot tube 
on their RV. Basically, they 
welded a 3 inch steel 
streamlined tube to a 4x5 
040 or 050 steel plate. The 
plate serves as the doubler 
on the .025" wing skin and 
nut plates could be used on 
the steel plate for attachment 
to the wing. However, if 
you are not into fabricating 

this part, Warren Gretz at 303-770-3811 will sell you the 
mounting bracket, flat backing plate, and the misc parts 
needed. The following instructions should help m 
understanding how to install a heated pitot on a RV. 

Start by holding the flat backing plate to the bottom rear 
of the main wing spar on the left wing. The location of the 
suggested mounting point is just outboard of the 
inspection access cover plate on the bottom side of the 
wing. Although the location is not critical, it is suggested 
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that the rib just to the outboard of the inspection cover be 
utilized to add strength to the installation. A strip of angle 
aluminum must be installed so the bottom side of the flat 
backing plate is flush with the rib bottom flange. so the 
skin will lay flat over the rib flange, and the angle support 
with the backing plate in place. Now, for position, install 
and cleco the bottom skin to the wing. From inside the 
wing, drill the backing plate to the skin, through the 
backing plate and through the skin, then cleco the backing 
plate to the skin. Drill the bracket #8 screw holes through 
the skin with a #19 drill. Now mark the streamline cutout 
of the backing plate to the skin. Remove the skin from the 
wing and carefully cut out this streamline hole in the skin. 
De-burr all the holes, dimple, and rivet together. The 
picture shows a completed installation prior to installing 
the pitot tube on the bracket. It is possible to add a heated 
pitot tube to your RV. Keep building on those projects -
Tom 

Pr0Source1
'' 

\\ hole,ale Flooreo,e1ing 

Red Marron 

3235 Sk.-ylane 
Suite 125 
Carrollton, Texas 75006 

(214) 250-4040 
Fax (214) 250-6615 

EVS 
Portable Batteries Replacerrent Lighting Magnetic Media - Tapes 

Don H. Webb 
1350 East Arapaho, Suite #126 

Richardson, Texas 75031 
(214) 231-5351 

FAX: (214) 231-2269 
1-800-776-5267 

Elect-A-Van Services, Inc 

Fountainhead 
POOLS & SPAS INC. 

BILL PRICE 

8024 Forest Lane~ Dallas, Texas 75243 •~• TeL 214/348-1505 
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Continued from page 1 

news of this chapter and the local area which 
included the progress of al' of our projects. He was 
always the eternal optimist on when we would 
complete our projects. His newsletters were so 
good that people joined the chapter just to get their 
newsletter. When members moved out of town, 
they continued their membership just for the news. 
He was also newsietter editor for the builders and 
owners of the T-18. During the last ten years, Dick 
was featured guest author for the EAA Sport 
Aviation and Experimenter. Certainly, Dick's 
second biggest talent after flying was his ability to 
write. Dick was the perfect reporter in that he was 
always searching for an aviation story to tell. The 
sad part is that he never wrote the big aviation 
story, his very own life story. 

With respect to his interests in airplanes, he was 
always very impressed with Dick VanGrunsven's 
designs. This started with his being the first 
member of our chapter to own his RV. It was the 
original RV-1. He was always talking about the RV-
1 as Red is today about the RV-6. Dick was a 
builder of the Stolp Starduster Too and was a big 
supporter of Stolp's designs. He owned and was a 
big lover of the T-18. During the last few years, 
Dick built ~ Rans S-6E.S Coyote w1th Tern Foster 
out at Aero Country. Dick was always thme to help 
any of us with the building process. He took time to 
help a number of us with form blocks for the 
Sonerai wing ribs. He was always helping and 
encouraging all of us to keep building and get into 
the air. 

As I mentioned in the January issue of Hangar 
Echoes, out of sheer luck, I got the opportunity to 
spend two hours with Dick on the way to Oshkosh 
several years ago. While I had him cornered, it 
turned out to be a private interview of Dick's 
personal recollection of aviation for the past 50 
years. When I got off the airplane, I realized that I 
had been talking to Mr. Aviation since he had 
known most of the key people and flown most of 
the great airplanes for the past 50 years. As 
mentioned above, the chapter is putting Dick's 
name on the EAA Memorial Wall in Oshkosh as An 
Everlasting Tribute to someone who has loved and 
supported aviation. 

By Marvin Brott 
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RV-3 SAFETY ALERT I 
by Mel Asberry, Safety Officer 

Vans RV-3 is restricted to the utility category with flight 
loads limited to a maximum of 4.4Gs. Recent static load 
tests shO\V the RV-3 wing failed at about 7.3Gs. That is 
well above the 6G design limit, but below the desired 9Gs 
which provides for a 50% over-strength margin. Van is 
working on a spar modification that will return the RV-3 
to the aerobatic category. When completed, the drawings, 
instructions and materials kit will be provided to RV-3 
owners and builders at No Cost. 

The RV-4 and RV-6 wings are still rated in the aerobatic 
category. However, as a general precaution, rurther testing 
is planned for these. At this time Vans Aircraft strongly 
recommends that all RV-4 and RV-6 pilots observe the 
recommended aircraft flight operating limits regarding G 
loads, red-line speeds, maneuvering speeds, etc. Any 
questions concerning these limits should be directed to 
Vans Aircraft. 

The Aviation Rulemaking Advisory Comity Part l 03 
Working group met with the FAA in Washington r.:cemly. 
The group's purpose is, to modify FAA regulations for "Ultra 
Light" type air vehicles. Their Unofficial actions included 
recommendations that part 103 craft be continued as now 
specified. In a more ominous vein they reached a decision to 
recommend that the FAA be allowed to change regulations for 
aircraft and pilots \Vithout being required to submit the 
currently required notices of proposed Rulemaking. These 
NPRM submissions now provides the aviation community an 
opportunity to comment and suggest more equitable 
regulations. It is my opinion that we need to watch this activity 
closely to prevent instihltion of onerous changes in our flying 
privileges. 

In the NASA Call Back reports from the Aviation Safety 
Reporting System I note a timely precaution. The event 
reported was, significant errors in the Directional Gyro during 
Instrument Flight conditions. Fortunately the flight was safely 
completed. When the system was carefully dismantled for 
repair it was found that mud wasps (locally called mud 
daubers) had built mud nests behind the instrument panel so as 
to block air flow to the DG. Enough mud had also entered the 
instrument to cause it to malfunction. The plane had been left 
with a vent window open for only one day. All should take 
extra precaution to protect machines from the spring time 
influx of these and similar creatures. 
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Eubanks Air Service 

Gene Eubanks 
I.A., D.M.E., A&P, D.A.R. 

Director of Aviation 
Aviation Mechanic School 

FINA 
presents: 
Jan Collmer 
Aerobatics 

Pitts S2B 
Low Level Aero Performance 
• Torque Rolls 
• Tail Slides 
• Snap roll on take off 

and final approach 
A Real Crowd Pleaser 

Aero Country Airport 
Rt. 1 Box 208F 
McKinney, TX 75070 
Phone: (214) 542-0376 

e Jan Collmar 
14368 Proton Road 
Dallas, TX 75244 
(214) 233-1589 
Fax (214) 233-0481 

lAKEVIEW AIRPORT 
Rentals Include J3 Cub and C-150 
Lake Dallas, Metro (817) 321-6226 

George Carroll (214) 637-~~. 

AIRCRAFT SUPPLY~ 

7204PARWELK 
(ANSON & HINES Near Boy Scout Bldg .. ) 

DALLAS, TEXAS 75235 

AN • MS • NAS HARDWARE% ACCESSORIES 

May 1996 

Aircraft Scheduling 

• 24 Hour scheduling via Touchtone phone 
• Ideal for partnerships and clubs 
• Reliable, atf ordable, and accurate 

Rob CarnJ.thers 214/497-4320 

PAPPY'S CAFE 
THE COUNTRY CAFE OF DAYS GONE BY! 

Home-Made Burgers 
Old Fashioned 1/4 lb. 
Mama Burger 1/3 lb. 
Pappy Burger 1/2 lb. 

Grand Pappy Burger 1 lb. 
Home-made onion rings 
fresh pies and cakes 

Country Breakfast 
Cooked To Order 

Hot Plate Lunch 

8:30-4:00 Tues-Sun 

N.W. Regional Airport 

AIRPLANES & GREAT FOOD! 817-491-1009 
- - - - - -~ - -- - - - - -- - -

~~-~,w~ ~ ""~ " -

• BELA'S AIRCRAFT 
ENG. AND ACCY. SHOP 

F.A.A. CERTIFIED REPAIR STATION SG1 R479k 
2711 BROOKFIELD 

DALLAS, TEXAS 75235 

' BELAAMBRUS 
ENGINE SPECIALIST 2141351-1172 

Airplanes 
Instruments 

Engines 
Radios 

BOBBY'S PLANES 'N PARTS INC. 
320 F.M. 1885 E. 

WEATHERFORD, TX 76086 

BOBBY OSBORN 817-682-4220 
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AEROMILLER 
Bruce Miller, Flight Instructor 

Airplane, Glider, or Taildragger 
Box 547, Prosper, TX 75078 

(21) 346-2831 

LONE STAR 
PILOT SHOP 
ADDISON AIRPORT 

EARLETTE SHULTS 

4500 RATLIFF LANE, SUITE 119 
DALLAS, TX 75248 

214/250-6781 - FAX 214/407-9383 

Aircraft Retrieval 
Damaged Aircraft Storage 

Stephen Smith 

Used Parts 
Buy & Sell Problem Aircraft 

(214) 227-1111 
(800) 336-6399 

FAX (214) 227-6176 

HEADSET SERVICE 

G JIM VROOM 
MEMBER AOPAAND EAA 

817 379-6596 
NEAR GOODE AIRPORT {23F) 

Vfay 1996 

AVT ENGINEERING CO. 
HURST TEXAS 76054 

RAYMOND MORT, P.E. 

REGISTERED ENGINEER 

~1viewCr:ive Bus.(817) 282-6940 
FAX (817) 282-6969 

DENNIS BREEN 
Regional Manager 

THE AVEMCO GROUP 
Meacham Field 
4016 North Main Street 
Fort Worth, Texas 76106-2701 
Fax: 817-626--5447 

800-638--8440 

FRED ZIMRING 
EAA Legal Advisory Council 

Zimring & Langley, P.C. 
Office Alpha 
13140 Coit Rd. Suite 203 
Dallas, TX 75240 
{214 437-3700 

lllt■UCI 

•SPARS 
~"""lllBL •CAPSTRIPS 

PLYWOOD 

•Mll...P-&010 
•ME"ffilC 

EAA 
EM Aviation Center 
P .0. Box 3086 
Oshkosh, Wisconsin 54903-3086 
(414) 426-4800 

•1~0 STIIL 
•TUBING 
•SHEET 

11(11!11 ALPHA AVIATION .)UrPiT (..0:. [,■,] 
.ail-.1 '"€_ P.O. IOI. IMI • ~ 1WS 7W14-164l 

~ 903/521-3817 
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Classifieds· 
Aviation ads (For ;,;;-·lie, Wanted, Etc.) can be placed by Chapter 168 members free of charge. 

Airplanes: 
Team Aircraft MAX-103 Project: over 95% complete, Many 
extras, including; foll panel of instruments. Rotax 277 engine with 
ceramic coated exhaust. b 
rakes, end Chantz ballistic chute. & much more. Save $2,500 & 
1200 hours. Invoices & doc. furnished. (I) 
+ Call Paul Kepner (214) 276-1691 

BD-5 Jet Kit: 305 knots on 15 gal/hr! Kit includes fuselage, 
wings landing gear, and some instruments, but not the turbo-fan jet 
engine. All parts factory drilled, but only 30% riveted. (1) 
{ft Call Ralph Haroldson (214) 358-3710 

TF-45 turbo-fan jet drone engines: Weigh just 70 pounds and 
provide 250 pounds of thrust. (1) 
(i; Call Ralph Haroldson (214) 358-3710 

Piper 1945 J3 Cub Estate Sale: 146 Hr's Since Rebuild AF & 
Eng, 65 hp Cont. w/chrome cyl's, Metal Spar & Prop, Out of 
license. located at Flying "O" (2) 
,f., Call Henry Odlozil H (214) 646-5308 W 646-5266 leave msg 

Pazmany PL-2 Project for Sale: Low price of $12,500. All 
assemblies completed with exception of the wing. A.II wing parts 
fabricated, alodined and primed. Lycoming O-290-D 0-hours since 
major, n~w mags, mufflers & exhaust, ins:rumcnts includc.i 
,;,, Call (214) 327-6695. (5) 

IAIGAIECll.fJEsf 

Kolb Twins tar for Sale. Rotax 503 w/dua\ carb. 1 I 5hr TT. 
excelient fabric and paint. A real perfonner. $10.750 
{f.' Call Bill Price 369-6713 (4) 

Services and Pans: 
Primary Flight Instruction for sport aviation pilots 
(€; Call Michael Hoye CF1-A & EAA Homebuilder (214) 771-

Carburetor - !\-LUA. PIN I 0-3103 yellow tag - venturi and metal 
float, AD dw by J&G Carburetor in July 94. $400 or OBO (no exch) 
{f,; Call Earl Browing 424-0197 ( 5) 

Rotax 532 liquid cooled, B gear dirve, New. $1850 
Cuyuna 430, gear drive. prop, muffler, New, $1500 
Subarn EA 81, $450, Subaru EA 82, $875 
Team Air Bike. on gear 
Trailer• 20' single axle flat bed 
,f.; Call Bill Price 369-6713 ( 4) 

4 Inch Prop Extension (Vans). $150, 
Terra 1N200 Nav & Tri-Nav Head $300. 
{~} Call Marvin Brott (214) 235-5552 . (3) 

Rockwell-Delta Sander/Grinder, 1994 Model, 1/2 HP, w/extra !
inch belts, $25. Also 2 rivet guns, rivet sets ar'•1 bucking bars, Make 
offer. 
,~, Cail Hill Koepp (214) 348-4878 . (l) 

President 
517-5070 

Hanger Echoes Editor Chapter Trailer 
Ann Asberry 

Vice President 
Earl Browning 424-0197 

Secretary 
Jerry Mrazek (817) 265-0834 metro 

Treasurer 
Vern Williams 484-7741 

Board of Directors 
Don Christiansen 298-6531 
Dave Davidson 530-4067 
Bob Fry 335-4287 
Gary Hansen 242-1620 
Ralph Haroldson 358-3710 
Tom Moe +42-7997 
Jay Shear 2+3-3007 
Bill Wisley 494-4153 

Marvin Brott 235-5552 
Clair Button 231-6070 
Brownie Seals 248-4335 

Flight Advisors 
Mel Asberry 517-5070 
Mike Hoye 771-8162 
Brownie Seals 248-4335 
Gene Spaulding 661-9229 

Technical Counselors 
Mel Asberry 517-5070 
Owen Bruce 231-3946 
Steve Marchand 457-0571 
Brownie Seals 248-4335 

Advertising 
Bo Bauereis 348-1734 

Gary Hansen 242-1620 
Data Processing 

Rance Rupp 288-8452 
Librarian 

Ernie Ludwick 241-1185 
Fly-Ins 

Gary Glaser 231-3125 
Meetings 

Peggy Fry 335-4287 
Safety Officer 

Mel Asberry 517-5070 
Tool Custodian 

Ernie Ludwick 241-1185 
Yonng Eagles 

Scott Christensen 250-4934 

. .,, would like to make you aware that as always, in past. present, and future, any communications issued by Experimental Aircraft Association, Chapter 168, Inc. regardless 
of the fonn. format. and/or media used which includes, but is not limited to Hangar Echoes and audio/ video recordings is presented only in the light of a clearing house of 
:Jeas, opinions, and personal experience accounts. Anyone using ideas, opinions, information, etc. does so at their own discretion and nsk. Therefore, no responsibility or 
liai1ility is expressed or impiied and you are without recourse lo anyone. Any event announced and/or listed herein is done so as a matter of infonnation only and does not 
constitute approval, sponsorship, involvement, control or direction of any event (this includes Oshkosh). Please read. listen, enjoy, and be careful out there. 




